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Company: Info Resume Edge

Location: Karachi Division

Category: other-general

About the Company

We are a leading internet and Data Communication Network Service Provider in Pakistan.

Our company focuses on providing specialized solutions for different enterprises with end to

end solutions, be it Single-site or Multi-site Data and Internet connectivity solutions,

Wholesale or Multi-homed internet solutions, Local or International VPN solutions,

Backhauling Solutions, Enterprise Voice Solutions, Cloud Power Hosting, Disaster

Recovery and Data Center Co-location services or Enterprise/SMB web and e-mail

solutions.Description

Job Description:We are seeking a talented PHP Developer with at least one year of

experience to join our team. As a PHP Developer, you will be responsible for developing and

maintaining server-side web applications, ensuring high performance and responsiveness to

requests from the front-end. Your primary focus will be the development of server-side

logic, database integration, and ensuring high performance and responsiveness to requests

from the front-end.Responsibilities:

Develop, implement, and maintain server-side PHP code.Build efficient, testable, and

reusable PHP modules.Integrate data storage solutions, such as databases, into PHP

applications.Troubleshoot, debug, and upgrade software.Collaborate with front-end

developers to integrate user-facing elements with server-side logic.Gather and address

technical and design requirements.Participate in team discussions and meetings to improve

development processes.
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Bachelor's degree in Computer Science, Engineering, or a related field.Strong knowledge of

PHP web frameworks (such as Laravel, Symfony, etc.).Proficient understanding of front-end

technologies, such as JavaScript, HTML5, and CSS3.Experience with relational databases

MySQLFamiliarity with code versioning tools, such as Git.Good understanding of server-side

templating languages.Excellent analytical and problem-solving skills.Ability to work

independently and as part of a team.Strong communication skills.
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